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With help from Jackie Anthoine and Stephanie Rowlands, and from Javed and
Halim the 2 Liai on Officer, we recovered mo t of our equipment except for that
10 t with Don, and a box which di appeared in a new cha m whi h gre' in our
absence under Advance Ba e. While awaiting porters Tony and I travelled the
Baintha Lukpar G lacier into it upper reach s and took a pholOgraphic Tour under
the Ogr . Between 4 and 6 July we travelled with our 11 porter to Askole and by
the 10th we were in kardu. There we received rapid and sympathetic help from the
Commi ioner and hi a istal1l and we wet'e all in Pindi de pite ome Right
problem by 14 July. Tony and I pent a mi erable day or two in the rearguard
li,·ing on rice before running inlO the ne h-poLS of Islamabad. There 100 we were
little delayed by the Mini try of Commerce and Touri m and all 4 of us Rew home
onl6July.

A mountaineers' history of Table Mountain
1ichael COlt

Early navigalOrs from the Dutch Ea t 1ndia Co, sailing around the dreaded Cape of
Storms u ed 10 seal-ch the horizon eagerly until spotting the flat silhouette of the
impressive 'Tafel Berg', the mountain with a table lOp hape. and the fir t hand to
igllt the Table was gi,·en a prize of 10 guilder and 6 bottle of wine. Thi rugged

majesti block of sedimemary andstone has ignalled acro s the centurie , that a
welcome re pite await tho e euing fOOl beneath the slopes of Table Moul1lain at
the place which became known a the Tavern of the ea -the City of Cape Town.
Panoramically enfolding the harbour and providing a magnificent backdrop for
the view of the cit)' are the 3 peak of the ma if: Devil's Peak, The Table, and
Lion' Head. ignal Hill runs out from Lion's Head and i noted for it vamage
poil1l for viewing the light of Cape Town at night, and for the oon-Gun ite,
where there i an old cannon which fired electrically from the Ob er.'alOry at
noon each day.

4 Tablt Mountam (Photo: Tht Argw, Capt Town)



A MOUNTAINEERS' HISTORY OF TABLE MO NTAIN

Table Mountain stands in the path of one of the strongest regular wi.nds to blow
on the African continent, the infamous South Easter. This wind sometimes gusts at
120km per hour and pushes moisture-laden air over the table, fOlming a
breathtaking sun-kissed white table cloth, perpetually sliding down the front and
disappearing, while continually forming from behind.

There is a beautiful old legend on the origin of the 'Cloth' as follows: Devil's
Peak was formerly known as Windberg (the Windy Mountain) and never had a
mantle of clouds. One day, Mr Van Hunks, a burgher from the town, who boasted
that he could smoke a clay pipe to beat anyone, was challenged by the Devil, in
disguise, to a contest on the slopes of the mountain. They puffed for days and a
huge cloud of smoke was billowing around them when the Devil turned green.
Being a poor loser he revealed his identity and took Van Hunks down to Hell
anyway, where to this day they regularly repeat the contest, which the Devil still
trie to win, and so the clouds pile up again and again.

The mountain itself has been wind and water shaped from hard, white, flat
lying, fissured Table Mountain series sandstone laid down millions of years ago on
top of an impervious bed of Malmesbury shale. There is also evidence of glacial
action from a tillite layer on the Western Table. Tilted intrusion of granite appear
in a number of places, notably on Lion's Head and also at the famou spot at
Queen's Beach on the Sea Point suburban coastline, where the granite invasion has
altered and torn the slate layers, leaving an interesting geological display of
prehistoric age. The front face has fractured away on the joint planes in the
sandstone, leaving a particularly impressive cliff with a structure of large blocks and
fine horizontal hand rails. The circumference at the base, including the ridge of
subsidiary bUllresses along the western coast known as the Twelve Apostles, is
40km.

The Aat top on which panies and even cinema shows have been held is just over
2km long, from the Cable Station on the Wend to Maclear's Beacon at the E tip.
Maclears is the highest point at 1087m and is named after Sir Thomas Maclear,
H.M. Astronomer at the Cape in those days, whose assistant, William Mann erected
it in December 1844.

The first route climbed up Table Mountain was via the huge cleft on the front
viz, Platleklip Gorge-the ravine with many loose Aat rocks ('plat klippe'). This
fissure is a remarable one, which can be traced right through the mountain in
decreasing apenure, first as Blinkwater Ravine N branch on the far side of the
Table, then as the 220ft crack on the top sections of the Blinkwater Needle route.
For centuries the Gorge remained the only route, but nowadays there exist some
560 separate routes from 'A' to 'G2' in difficulty.

Antonio da Saldanha climbed via Platleklip in 1503, in order to see whether he
had yet rounded the Cape. This was the first recorded European dscent of the
mountain, and many navigators later followed his example. It is impossible to say
who first climbed TM (as Ihe mountain is affectionately referred to) for the sheer
joy of gelling to the top, but Jan van Riebeeck, Dutch commander of the first
EUI-opean selllement at the Cape from 1652 until 1662, made several excursions to
the top. In those days lions and tigers were reputed to be plentiful, and many
would-be climbers who never returned were presumed to have been eaten. The Via
Normal was the Plalteklip Gorge, with the path winding its way, first past the Old
Mill, then on to the piles of huge loose stones. Many climbers told of terrible bush
and thorns and for some the descent proved so difficult, they ended crawling on all
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four. To add 10 the perils to climbers, t.here were often band of marauding
runaway slaves hiding on the mountain.

In J 761 Simon van der Sters expedition took 34 days to get up TM I Pre umably
they had man cientific observations to do en route. Then in 1770 Carl Thunberg
tOok up a friend, who decided that French dancing pumps were just the footwear for
mountaineering. He lOok along 3 pairs, all of which wore through, and eventually
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49 Cableway Crag, Table Mountain (Photo: H. Graajlandl

he finished the trip home barefoot. During the British occupation of the Cape,
Colonel Barnard f the 61st Regiment found that his wife was a keen mountaineer.
Lady Anne Bamard's famou ascent ofTM was done in 1797. Though not the first
woman to climb the mountain, her's was the first recorded female ascent. Twelve
lave carri d up all the provi ions for the trip. The cost for these 'Sherpas' was an

exorbitant one guinea each, but as Lady Anne wisely commented: 'Particular jobs
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must be well paid IQ be cheerfully performed'. Lady Anne wa much filler than her
male companions and scampered up the rocks ahead of them. She however had the
forethought to borrow a pair of her hu band' pants to wear under her dresses.
which caused great amusement when thi fact was discerned. Once on tOp. the
pany had a huge fea t with many Aagons of wine, followed by lustily inging 'God
ave the King', They had some appetite in those days, because for supper, a pan full

of 40 snipe was consumed IQ tide them over till early the next morning, when they
descended by sliding down most of the wav on their seats,

When the Bl'iti h sailing vessel Sceptre anchored in Table Bav in 1799, olle man
on board had been taring at Table Moumain with a view to making it his refuge.
He wa Jo hua Penny, an American who had been pre -ganged il1lo naval sen'ice
which he hated. U ing a cunning ru e, which had called for him to feign a malady
for several month, and also using several jugs of wine on his guards once on hore.
he slipped away and hid in a cave high on the moul1lain. For 14 momh Penny
lived a hermit' existence with only occasional nocturnal forays into the uburbs. For
the rest he was elf- ufficiem and lived off the land the whole time. but the evel1lual
rediscovery of his cave in 195 by Crump and Inglis, who had researched archival
documents for clues to its whereabouts, showed from the relics in the fire and Aoor
that he had struggled miserably at times. The irony of the story only became known
to Penny when he finally ventured back into Cape Town almost It years later.
There he was told that the day after his escape the Sceptre had sailed in a stot'm over
the Bay, and had unk with all hand.

In I 9 I. 6 months after the formation of the New' Zealand Alpine Club, a
meeting was held in Cape Town at Kamps Cafe to form the Mountain Club of
South Africa, as it finally became called. The first chairman was Dr Rudolph
Marloth, noted botanist and chemist. One of the objects was to go to the assistance
of people in distress on Table Mountain-a service which to thi day keeps club
members very busy indeed, Also in 1891, the Woodhead tunnel was blasted
through the moumain from the Disa Gorge, whel'e the large reservoirs were later to
be built, to augment the growing city's water supplies. The Pipe track, which was
built from Kloof Nek (the saddle between TM and Lion's Head) and the tunnel exit
in Slangolie (derived from snakegullv) ravine, soon became a favourite scenic walk,
and remain popular to this day. The fir t known rock climbs were done in 1 92, by
Morgenrood and Bishop, namely Window Gorge-a precipitous watercourse
which was latel' to claim many live and Silver tream Ravine. Both climbs were 'C'
grade, wherea previously only walks and ea y crambles had been done. Jim Searle
and hi party were opening routes between 1894 and 1 95, and pioneered such
enduring classics as Right Face, Left Face and the Saddle climb. It was known that
they did not climb using ropes, but took them only in ca e they had to retreat'

The year 1884 saw the appointment of the first Ranger on Table Mountain, a
likeable Bavarian called Paul Schickedanz who became a well-known character and
friend to all the mountaineers, starting a tradition of cooperation which endured.
AI 0 during this year, the authorities saw fit to construct the first official path up
TM, via Constantia Nek to the Back Table. Year later this Bridle Path was
expanded into a full call" road for Forestry and Water WOI'ks Departments' use.

Deposits of minerals appear in everal localities on the mountain. and
abandoned mines have been found. The only one to excite great intere t was the
Lion's Head gold strike, and a companY wa formed in 18 7 to prospect it. J 0

fonunes were made, however.
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During this period, people still felt it necessary to proclaim interest in the
'noble' aspects of mountaineering, and brash record breaking wa unknown.
However in 1897, Schneeburger started the TM marathon by ascending the 3
summits of Devil's Peak, Maclear's Beacon and Lion's Head, returning to a hotel in
Long Street for a pint of beer in between each peak, and achieving a time of just
over 9 hours. This feat was so impressive that a gold medal was struck in his
honour. ot until 30 years later was the marathon repeated, but w'hen it was,
Trimble knocked 2 hours on' the record, which earned him a gold medal too, made
and presented by none other than Schneeburger himself'

Cape Town still battled with its water supply, so the year 1897 saw the
completion of the Woodhead reservoir, which unfortunately drowned the
magnificent nurseries of Di5a Unijlorm, the brilliant red indigenous orchid which
the Rangers used to cultivate on the Back Table.

The following year the Hely H utchinson reservoir was built in addition.
Climbers today still see many of the old facilities for the construction as landmarks,
particularly the bed of the railway track for the linle wood-burning locomotive
used to transport materials acros from the winch up Kasteel's Poort (Castle
Gatewav) to the wall; also the standards for the winch half-way up the Poort and on
lOp of Postern Buures , and the foundation for the workmen's houses. The little
locomotive has been housed in its own museum next to the Woodhead reservoir,
while the house which previously belonged to the site engineer, Mr Roberts,
himself a keen mountaineer, became the official hut of the Mountain Club in 1905.
Originallv the hut was built as a temporary structure, but apart from the verandah
blowing away in a South-Easter gale, it stands solidly to this day.

One man dominated the climbing scene in the years 1895-1907, namely G. F.
Travers-Jackson, a great mountaineer and rock climber, Alpine Club member, and
man of many other accomplishmel1ls. Often climbing solo, he opened mutes such
as Platteklip BUtl'ress, Postern Buttress '0', Arrow Face and then, in the belief that
TM was 'climbed out' (a strange attitude which recurs with every generation of
climbers!) he tackled the notorious Fernwood Gully. This gash on the Newlands
side of the mountain is a vicious, diny, precipitous, wet and dangerous chute. Aftel'
several attempt Jack on deemed it advisable to protect the desperate crucial exit at
the head. Approaching from the top, he descended and dropped a short mpe down
the overhanging bulge of damp earth, plant and rotten rock. The only anchor
point for it was to bury the end in earth around the roots of a grass tuft. Later,
climbing up the gully with Hofner, he reached a narrow ledge below the crux.
Hofnel' had no belay so wrapped his end of the climbing rope amund his body and
lay Aat on the ledge. Jackson gripped the top rope hanging down and swarmed up.
The whole climb had been so tiring, that half-way up the rope, Jackson's arms
cramped horribly. In desperation he held on by clenching the rope in his teeth and
massaged life into his aching al'ms, then finished the pitch with a superhuman
effort. When Hofner attempted to follow, he fell off and swung like a pendulum
most alarmingly several times, as he was totally unable to find even the purchase
that Jackson had used, and in the end had to be hauled up. The Femwood Gully
climb wa graded 'G' and was repeated several times, but never without at least the
moral suppon of a top rope, until SCOll and Athiros made the first clean ascent in
1974. They commented that even with modern protection gear, no belay worth
anything existed below the crux.

Many would-be mountaineers were continually coming to grief on TM, but
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only in 1907 did the first fatal accident occur to a Club member, when the
unfortunate A. W. Norman fell from Blinkwater Needle. Generally though the
rock-climbers had a strong instinct for self-preservation, and rope technique was
improving. Climbing was being introduced to the masses by a fine all-round
mountaineer, Ken Cameron (AC) who regularly wrote articles for the press. He also
introduced W. T. Cobern and others into rock-climbing, then continued doing
good routes until the 30s long after his proteges had retired. Cobern and party
were soon to the fore in those years and in 1911 he opened Slangolie Frontal-an
impressive rib. On this occasion, as often happened, Cobern climbed himself into
trouble and his second man had to climb around unroped, to extricate his leader
from above. Mrs Humphries, an outstanding lady climber, climbed in Cobern's
party and was on the opening ascent of Africa Face in 1914. Cobern also opened
Africa Corner, Spring Needle and with Campbell (the other half of the Co-bell
party) he did the very popular Cobblestone's route.

With a view to popularizing the exquisite view from the summit, the City
Council proposed a mechanical conveyance up the mountain round about this
time. Originally a spiral railway was designed by a Swiss engineer, but World War I
caused plans to be shelved.

j. W. Fraser formed his own party in 19'16, and can be said to have really
developed and applied scientific use of roping methods for safety on TM. He was
soon opening routes like Barrier Frontal, Valken Face, the frontal on Postern,
bearing his name, and his variation to Arrow Buttress-all superb, bold climbs.
After the War, George Londt commanded the rock scene with an energy and
cunning that caused many previous barriers to crumble. With his innovative use of
chockstones and threaded belays as a safeguard, he and his party (consisting of
Frank Berrisford, Conacher, -Morton and Yates at various times) succeeded on
grand climbs such as Silverstream Corner, Yellowstone Corner and Gardiner Crag.
Londt was tragically killed in a long fall from the crux of Rainbow Crag, a Ken
Howes-HowelllBert Berrisford route, which he tried to repeat while still recovering
from a bout of illness. Londt will best be remembered not for his TM ingenuity on
pitches like the Cave Pitch on Ascension Buttress, but rather for the classic country
climb, the Klein Winterhoek Frontal, done in 1920.

In honour of those who fell in the Great War, the Mountain Club had a
Memorial dial cast at the Mechanical Engineering Department of the Salt River
railway works in 1922. It was exhibited in the Union Castle offices before being
erected near Maclear's Beacon in 1923 at a ceremony addressed by General Smuts.

The tremendous drop down Africa Face into Africa Ravine is one of the longest
on the mountain, and is nowadays often the launching point for hang gliders on
days when the air is still. It was from this awesome precipice that Frank Cooke had
to be rescued in 1927, and nearly 300m of rope was used to get him to safety.

Perennial water had always been available to climbers in the Africa/Fountain
Ledge area from a spring in Fountain Ravine, so great the outcry when a pump
house was built over it in 1928. The MCSA prevailed on the Mayor, and eventually
regained the public's right to the water. The conservationist's worst fears were
realized when the ugly grey pimple of the Upper Cable Station was thrust on the
mountain skyline in 1929. Certainly the Aerial Cableway was a great asset on TM,
but this did not excuse the unsightly building.

Something else occurred in 1930 for the future conservationists to worry about,
because the Himalayan Tahrs, brought to Groote Schuur estate from a Pretoria
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Zoo, escaped by jumping a 2m high fence. In later years they multiplied to such
numbers that they posed an additional threat to the TM vegetation, already
imperilled by erosion and destructive mountain fires. Fires of course remain a
constant danger and in former years arson was often suspected by the vagrants who
used to be hired as emergency fire beaters, and afterwards were also allowed to
collect the dead wood for sale.

During the years 1931 to 1940 Chas Kaplan added another dimension to what
was possible on overhanging rock with his strong leads of climbs like Pendulum
Crag and Crack and Overhang, while Brian Cameron (nephew of Ken Cameron
AC) pioneered exciting and desperate routes like Africa Crag (E) and Ruminating
Crack (Gl. Pre-war also saw another noted lady climber, Joan Fothergill climbing
routes with Cam Cattell and Brian Quail (whom she later married). Post-war saw
the introduction of nylon ropes, pitons, vibram soled boots, and plenty of nerve
from climbers like Schaff, Shipley, Jan de Villiers-Graaf, Brian Russell, 'Peggy'
O'Neil, Dick Burton and others, and dozens of grand routes were done, such as
Plumbline, Africa Wall, Barrier Pinnacle, Bee Buttress to name but a few.
Standards were being set ever higher, and yet grades received a further knock
when Mike Mamacos appeared in the early 50s with routes like Jacob's Ladder,
Block & Tackle, and Cableway Crag. On the latter route his second refused to
follow a 40ft crux hand traverse, so Mamacos finished solo up a pitch many
climbers today say is even harder than the crux.

To continue further with the history of TM climbs would be merely to reprint
the route list. People like Dave Carter and Joan and Brian Quail were actively
introducing and training new climbers on TM all the time. Starting with Barry
Fletcher (who put up some extraordinary fine leads like Postern Crest in 1956 and
Touch and Go in 1961 with Williams and White), an explosion of top notch
climbers and superb routes followed in the 60s and 70s with notable names like
Paul White, Keith Fletcher, 'Rusty' Baillie (who opened the first mechanical route
on TM, which he appropriately called Africa Scandal'l, Hans Graafland, Henri
Snijders, Rick Williams, and many others.

Twenty-six years ago TM was declared a National Monument in order to
preserve it for one and all, and rock-climbers and mountaineers in the Cape are
extremely fortunate to have such a magnificent natural park only t hour from their
doorsteps. The weather is usually predictable, enabling young and old to walk and
climb along routes both spectacular and ve~dant. Although there are delightful
routes with no difficulties such as Nursery Ravine, Constantia Nek Bridle Path and
Kasteels poort, the mountain quickly becomes a place of danger for those who stray
from the path, or get caught when the weather turns suddenly.

The flora (known as fynbos) is a botanical kingdom, where grows the elegant
Silver Tree (existing naturally only on TM) and the many fine Proteas providing gay
coloured resting places for the humming-birds. Several types of coloured lichens
cling to the rocks and give the impression that the sandstone is multi-hued.
Running across the rocks one sees the furry nose-wriggling 'Dassies' (Hyrax), who
are preyed on by the impressive Verreaux Eagles soaring on the thermals. If you
are quick you may also see the jaunty klipspringer buck bounding up the slope.

With all this, no one can fail to be influenced by Table Mountain in some way,
whether it means to one a landmark, a playground, a water supply, or geological
hour-glass weathering the centuries tranquilly in contrast to all the human bustle in
the streets 1000m below.
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